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INTRODUCTION

Savant is a premium automation experience that will change the way you enjoy your home. Using advanced technology to make things simple, it offers you convenient control of your home from anywhere.

- Add a Savant Remote to control all your entertainment—TV, smart TV, cable, Sonos, Apple TV, and more
- Stream Sonos playlists through Savant and enjoy the best of both worlds when entertaining friends or hanging out with family
- Adjust lamps anywhere in the house when you wake up—and if you leave home in a hurry, just turn them off remotely
- Create instant ambiance with Savant Scenes that combine lighting and entertainment

This User Guide tells you everything you need to know about how to set up and enjoy your Savant Home.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Savant App™
The Savant App enables you to add Savant and Sonos devices, configure scenes, manage user accounts, and more—all from your favorite iOS or Android smartphone or tablet.

Using the Savant App, you can:
- Set up and control devices and services in your Savant Home
- Control lighting with Savant Lamp Controllers
- Stream your favorite playlists to any room with a Sonos speaker
- Define scenes that control multiple devices at once
- Create and manage profiles for people who will be using your Savant Home
- Monitor your Savant Home from remote locations

Savant Host™
The Savant App requires a Savant Host.

The Savant App and the Savant Host work together. The Host acts as a communication hub in your Savant Home, enabling the Savant App to communicate with Savant devices and supported 3rd-party devices you have added to your Savant Home.

This User Guide includes instructions for setting up your Savant Host.

Savant Lamp Control
Savant Lamp Control lets you control the brightness of a single lamp or lamps all over a room so your lighting is always just the way you like it.

Each Savant Lamp Controller controls a single lamp. Set up Lamp Controllers in rooms where you want to control ambiance with a touch from the Savant App or the Savant Remote.
NOTE: Savant Lamp Control is designed to fit your lighting needs, but it should only be paired with one lamp at a time—and never with other appliances.

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS

The Savant App runs on any smartphone or tablet that meets the following requirements:

Operating System
- iOS 9 or later
- iPads: iPad 3 or later running iOS 9 or later
- Android 4.4 or later

NOTE: For the best possible experience using Android with Bluetooth, we recommend any of the following devices: Samsung Galaxy S5, Samsung S6, Samsung S6 Edge, HTC One M8, HTC One, LG Nexus 4, LG Nexus 5, LG Nexus 6, OnePlus One, and Motorola Moto X.

Networking
A password-protected Wi-Fi network supporting 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi®
- On your smartphone or tablet, both Wi-Fi and Bluetooth turned on

NOTE: If your home Wi-Fi network supports 802.11a/b/g/n, it supports 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi. For more information about Savant products and Wi-Fi, see “Wi-Fi Networks and Your Savant Home” on page 69.

NOTE: Your home Wi-Fi network must be password-protected in order to use Savant products.

Load Rating for Savant Lamp Control

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bulb Type</th>
<th>Load Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Halogen</td>
<td>250W max, 5W min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incandescent</td>
<td>250W max, 5W min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimmable Compact Fluorescent (CFL)</td>
<td>100W max, 5W min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do not use CFL bulbs labeled “Not for use with dimmers”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimmable Light-Emitting Diode (LED)</td>
<td>100W max, 5W min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do not use LED bulbs labeled “Not for use with dimmers.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GESTURES
In this User Guide, you will occasionally find directions to swipe right or swipe left on the screen of your mobile device.

To swipe right, place your finger on the left side of the screen and slide your finger to the right.

To swipe left, place your finger on the right side of the screen and slide your finger to the left.

To press and hold on the screen means to press your finger against the screen until a pop-up menu or some other feature appears on the screen.

TUTORIALS
The Savant App includes animated tutorials that demonstrate how to use important features of the app. Once you have created your Savant account and signed into your Savant App, you can access the tutorials from the Settings screen. See page 17 for details.
CUSTOMER SUPPORT

For help with your Savant products, please visit Savant Support online:
www.savant.com/support
You can also call Savant Support toll-free at:
1-855-5SAVANT (1-855-572-8268)
### Warning
Risk of Electric Shock. Install in accordance with all regional, national, and local electrical codes.

### Warning
Risk of Serious Injury, Death, or Property Damage or Loss. Install and use properly—as described in this and other product documents—to avoid danger of injury, death, or property damage or loss.

### Warning
Risk of Serious Injury, Death, or Property Damage or Loss. If you are unsure about any part of these instructions, consult Customer Service or a qualified dealer.

### Warning
Risk of Overheating. To reduce the risk of overheating and possible damage to other equipment, install and use properly as described in this and other product documents.

### Warning
For the Savant Lamp Control: Prior to changing a light bulb or performing any other maintenance to the light fixture, turn off the lamp controller via the Savant App™ or unplug the lamp itself from the Savant Lamp Control.

### Caution
This product generates heat during normal operation.

### Caution
Charging your device: Please use only the Savant power adaptor and USB charging cable packed with and intended for use with your Savant product. Other power adaptors and accessories may damage your device. Do not use a power adaptor and cable intended for other models of Savant products. Do not use a power adaptor or cable that has frayed or otherwise been damaged.

### Caution
Your Savant product is an electronic/electrical device. Follow the same basic safety procedures and cautions you would follow with any electrical device.
**Caution**

Your Savant device, USB cables, and adaptors are not waterproof. To avoid risk of electric shock, overheating, melting, burns or other injury or damage, keep the device and all accessories away from water and other liquids. Do not use the cable if either end of the cable gets wet or is exposed to liquid spray or excessive moisture. Do not expose your Savant device, cables, and power adaptor to food or any liquids, or to wet or damp conditions.

**NOTE:** By default, an Admin user has complete control over the Savant App and all the features of your Savant Home, including remote access for monitoring and controlling services and scenes. In addition, an Admin user can create and manage other profiles, as well as manage components within an existing system. To learn more about Admin user profiles, see “User Profiles” on page 52.
QUICK TOUR OF THE APP

Let’s take a quick tour of the Savant App. After the tour, you will learn how to add devices and set up your Savant Home.

The Savant App features three main panels. Swipe left or right to move from one panel to another.

Center Panel: Home View

The Home View on the center panel of the Savant App shows a carousel of devices and services, along with status notifications.

The center panel of the Savant App looks like this:

The center panel displays the following:

- Menu for displaying rooms and for accessing User Profiles and App Settings
- Activity Feed with status messages about your services
- Carousel of available services in your Savant Home

Swipe left or right on the carousel to see the services available in your Savant Home. Any service that appears with a white dot next to its name is active.

To open a service, tap it.

To open a Quick Controls window with the most essential controls for a service, press and hold on the service’s icon. A pop-up window opens, giving you access to controls for the service without leaving the Home View.
The Rooms View

Tapping the menu reveals the Rooms View screen, which lists all the rooms in which you have set up devices and services.

Icons at the top of the Rooms View screen provide access to two other important screens:
- The Profiles screen, which is used to set up user accounts and permissions for other people in your home.
- The Settings screen, which offers controls for customizing your Savant App.
Left Panel: Devices

The left panel displays a list of Savant and Sonos devices in your Savant Home. If you access this screen from the Home View, the left panel lists all the Savant and Sonos devices in your Savant Home. If you access the panel from the view of a specific room, the list shows only the devices in that room.
Right Panel: Scenes

The right panel displays a list of scenes you have created for your Savant Home. If you access this screen from the Home View, the right panel lists the scenes available in your Savant Home. If you access the panel from the view of a specific room, the list shows only the scenes involving that room.

Each scene displays:
- A name
- The number of rooms featured in the scene

To activate a scene, tap its name.
To add a scene, tap the plus sign (+) in the upper right corner of the panel.
To edit a scene on an iOS device, swipe left on the name of the scene to display a menu of commands, and tap Edit, as shown above.
To edit a scene on an Android device, press and hold on the name of the scene. When a pop-up menu appears, tap Edit, as shown below.

To learn more about scenes, see “Using Scenes” on page 57.
The Settings Screen

The Settings screen provides access to configuration controls, tutorials, and more.

The Settings screen includes these controls:

- **Switch Homes**
  A button for switching between Savant Homes if you have multiple homes set up under your Savant account.

- **Room Settings**
  Controls for changing the photo associated with a room in your Savant App.

- **Notifications**
  Controls for setting up notifications that appear on your mobile device, informing you about changes in your Savant Home.

- **Tutorials**
  Animated tutorials that guide you through using your Savant App. This screen also includes a link for accessing the Savant Support site.

- **System Information**
  Version information about your Savant App and other Savant products in your Savant Home. This screen includes a link for sharing diagnostic information with Savant Support.
GETTING STARTED

BEFORE YOU START

This section tells you everything you need to do to prepare for setting up your Savant Home.

The Savant App includes Savant Instant™, a simple, guided setup that will have you up and running quickly. The instructions in this section tell you how to use Savant Instant™ to add devices to your Savant Home.

Downloading the Savant App

Before you start using the Savant App, do the following:

1. Download the Savant App for your smartphone or tablet.
   - Visit the Apple App Store to download and install the Savant App for iOS devices.
   - Visit the Google Play Store™ to download and install the Savant App for Android devices.

   ![App Store](https://via.placeholder.com/150)
   ![Google Play](https://via.placeholder.com/150)

   Search for Savant in your app store and look for this icon.

   NOTE: If your iOS device does not meet the technical requirements for the Savant App, the Savant App will not appear in the Apple App Store when you view it on your device. See “Technical Requirements” on page 8.

Setting Up and Selecting Your Wi-Fi Network

1. Make sure your Wi-Fi network is set up and turned on.
   The Savant App, Savant Host, and other Savant products require a password-protected 2.4 GHz network.
   - If you have not set up a password for your network, set one up now following the instructions for your Wi-Fi router or access point.
   - Make sure you know the password so you can use it when you add Savant devices to your network.

   NOTE: If your home network features dual band Wi-Fi with both 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz and your 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz networks have different names, connect to the 2.4 GHz network on your smartphone or tablet.

Setting Up Savant Devices

1. Confirm that your Savant Host is plugged in and turned on.
   When the Host is plugged in, you should see a yellow light near the power connection on the back of the Host.
2. If you have any Savant products such as a Savant Remote or Savant Lamp Control, unpack them and plug them in.
- If you are setting up a Savant Remote, make sure the Remote Base has a clear line of sight to your television and other entertainment devices. The Base should be located within 30 feet of your devices.

- If cabinet doors or any other obstacle obstructs the line of sight from the Savant Remote Base to a device that you want to control, place a Savant Blaster next to the device, so that the Blaster can relay commands from your Savant Remote. If your devices are on separate shelves within a cabinet, you will need a Blaster for each shelf. If your devices are in a separate room, you can place a Blaster next to them to make them reachable by the Remote. Make sure that all Blasters are within 30 feet of the Remote Base.

NOTE: You may pair up to three Savant Blasters with each Savant Remote.

- If you are setting up a Savant Lamp Controller, plug it into a wall outlet. Then plug the lamp you want to control into the Lamp Controller. Turn the lamp on.

Setting Up Sonos Devices

1. If you have any Sonos devices, set them up using the Sonos app and follow the instructions provided by Sonos before you try adding them to your Savant Home.

NOTE: The Savant App cannot add Sonos devices until you have first set them up using the Sonos app. Once you have a working Sonos system, then it can be added to your Savant Home.

NOTE: The Savant App can add one Sonos “device” per room. A device can be a single component or a set of speakers.

NOTE: To add multiple Sonos speakers to the same room in your Savant Home, the speakers must be grouped as a Stereo Pair or Surround System in your Sonos app.

2. Make sure all your Sonos devices are turned on and connected to the same Wi-Fi network as your Savant Host.

NOTE: If you have assigned your Sonos devices to specific rooms, and you use those same names of rooms in your Savant App, your Savant App will automatically assign your Sonos devices to the right rooms in your Savant Home.

Setting Up Entertainment Devices

NOTE: Confirm that you are logged into an Admin user profile in the Savant App. By default, only an Admin account can add devices to your Savant Home.

1. Spend a few minutes to take an inventory of all the entertainment devices you would like to set up with your Savant Remote. Writing down the manufacturer and model number of each device will save you time when configuring your Remote.

2. If you have an entertainment system connected through an AV receiver, note which components are plugged into which ports. Also note which device serves as the volume controller in your system.

3. If you plan to use your Savant Remote with a smart TV, make sure that the smart TV is already connected to a Wi-Fi network.

NOTE: The Wi-Fi network connected to your smart TV does not need to be the same Wi-Fi network connected to your Savant Host.
Adding Devices After You Have Set Up Your Savant Home

The Savant App provides two ways of adding devices to your Savant Home.

- One way is by using the Savant Instant process when you initially set up your Savant Home.
- The other way is through the Devices screen. When your Savant App detects new devices, it displays a message on the Home View. You can then either tap the message or navigate to the Devices screen to add these devices. For more information about adding devices after you have completed your initial setup, please see “Adding an Entertainment Device After Your Savant Home Is Set Up” on page 47.

NOTE: To add devices, your Savant App must be able to connect to the Wi-Fi network used in your Savant Home. Also, you must be logged into an Admin user profile in the Savant App. Only an Admin profile can add devices to your Savant Home.
Configuring Your Savant Remote to Communicate with Other Devices

The Savant Remote communicates with your entertainment devices through infrared communications (IR), the same wireless technology used by most remote controls to send signals to TVs and other devices. For IR signals to work, they need an unobstructed line of sight between the sender and the receiver. To improve the signal strength of IR communications, your Savant Remote Base contains six IR emitters, which allow it to send IR signals up to thirty feet in all directions.

If you have devices that are hidden in cabinets, positioned in other rooms, or blocked in any way from a direct line of sight of the Remote Base, you will need to set up Savant Blasters, one in direct line of sight with each blocked device or group of devices that you want to control. Each Blaster communicates with the Remote Base over Bluetooth, enabling the Remote to send signals even without a direct line of sight.

When you issue a command to a hidden device with the Remote, the Remote Base relays the command over Bluetooth to the Blaster that is paired with the device. The Blaster, with its clear line of sight to the device, transmits the command over IR. This sequence—from Remote to Remote Base to Blaster to device—occurs quickly, giving you near real-time control over devices hidden in cabinets or blocked by other types of obstacles.

To maintain a reliable signal over Bluetooth, all Blasters should be positioned within 30 feet of the Remote Base.
If you are using Savant Blasters, the Savant Instant set up process will guide you to identify which entertainment devices each Blaster is controlling.

**SUPPORTED DEVICES**

Savant Instant, the device setup feature in your Savant App, supports a broad range of IR controlled devices, including:

- **Media Sources:**
  - Apple TV
  - Roku
  - Cable TV
  - Satellite TV
  - Smart TV (Savant supports most smart TV models by Sony, Samsung, and LG)
  - TiVo
  - DVD players
  - Blu-ray players
  - Streaming media players
  - Xbox
  - Sonos Connect

- **Input switchers:**
  - AV receivers
  - Soundbars
  - Sound systems

- **Devices with labeled input support only** (your Savant Remote can switch inputs to these devices but cannot control the devices directly):
  - Playstation
  - Wii
  - Chromecast
  - Amazon Fire Stick

Savant does not support projectors.

**NOTE:** Before adding an Apple TV or TiVo to your Savant Home, go to the Settings for the device and make sure that the input method is set to IR. If the input method is set to RF or anything other than IR, change it to IR so the Savant Remote Base can communicate with the device.

Once you have added a Savant Remote to your Savant Home, you can add entertainment devices such as AV receivers, Soundbars, and Blu-ray players.
SETTING UP YOUR SAVANT HOME WITH THE SAVANT APP

Once you have installed the Savant App on your smartphone or tablet, turned on your Wi-Fi network, and powered on your Savant Host, you are ready to set up your Savant Home using Savant Instant, the guided setup feature built into the Savant App.

Setting up your Savant Home involves these steps:

- Creating a Savant account
- Adding devices to your Savant Home
- Optionally, creating scenes to change the ambiance of a room at a tap
- Optionally, setting up Profiles for different users of your Savant App
- Optionally, customizing your Savant App

If you have not already installed the Savant App on your smartphone or tablet, please do so now. You can download the Savant App from the Apple App Store or the Google Play Store. Once you have installed the App, follow the steps below.

Launching the App

1. On your smartphone or tablet, launch the Savant App.
   The opening screen of the Savant App features buttons for creating a new account and for signing into an existing account. A Learn More link offers a high-level overview of Savant features and a button for launching a demo of the Savant App.
   - To sign into an existing account, tap Sign In to display the Sign In screen. Enter your email address and password, and tap Sign In again. The Savant App displays all the Savant Homes it detects in your area. Tap Connect beneath the name of the Savant Home to which you want to connect.
   - To create a new account, see “Creating a New Savant Account” on page 24.
Creating a New Savant Account

1. Tap **Create Account** to create a new Savant account.
   The Savant App displays a screen for entering your email address and a password for the account.

   - Tap the **email** field. An onscreen keyboard appears. Type the email address you want to use for your Savant account.
   - Tap the **confirm email** field and enter your email address again.
   - Tap the **password** field and type a password that you would like to assign to your Savant account. The password must be at least 8 characters long and include one uppercase letter, one lowercase letter, and one number. To view the password as you type it, tap the eye icon that appears in the **password** field once you type the first character of the password.
   - Tap **Next**.

   **NOTE:** By tapping **Next**, you are agreeing to Savant’s user agreement and privacy policy. To read these documents, tap their links by the **Next** button.

   **NOTE:** When you tap Next, Savant sends an email verification message to the linked email address you entered on this screen. This verification email is valid for 14 days after creation of your Savant account. To verify your email address, respond to the message as soon as possible. If your email address is not verified within 14 days, your Savant App will open a window reminding you to complete this step. If you do not confirm your email address within 14 days, you will not be able to continue accessing your Savant Host. If you cannot find a verification email in your inbox, please check your junk or spam email folder. If you need another verification email message, please contact Savant Support.

2. Tap the **First Name** field and type your first name.
3. Tap the **Last Name** field and type your last name.
4. Tap **Create Account**.
   The Savant App connects to the Savant cloud and creates your account.

**Setting Up Your Savant Home**

**NOTE:** Before you set up your Savant Home, make sure your Savant Host is plugged in and located in a central area with a strong Wi-Fi signal.

1. Once your account is created, the Savant App displays a message about setting up your Savant Home.

![Preparing to set up your Savant Home](image)

2. Tap **Next**.
   The Savant App searches for your Savant Host. Once it locates the Host, it displays a message that it located the host and is ready to connect it to your Wi-Fi.

3. Tap **Next**.
   The Savant App scans for Wi-Fi networks and asks you to confirm the name of your network.
   - If the Savant App has identified your Wi-Fi network, tap **Yes**.
   - Otherwise, tap **No** and use the options offered in a pop-up window to identify your Wi-Fi network.

**NOTE:** If you are using the Savant App for iOS, the App offers instructions for switching networks. Follow these instructions to select the network you plan to use for your Savant Home. If you are using the Savant App for Android, the Savant App lists available networks. Select the network you want to use for your Savant Home. Confirm that the network is operating at 2.4 GHz and that it is password-protected.

4. Enter the password for your Wi-Fi network.
   - Tap the **password** field and enter your Wi-Fi password. Tap **Done**.
- Tap Connect.
  The Savant App displays a message that it is connecting your Savant Host to your Wi-Fi.
  Connecting may take up to a minute.

5. Tap the Edit Name button and enter a name for your Savant Home. Tap Done.

6. Optionally, tap Add Image to add a custom image for your Savant Home.

   NOTE: This image will be visible to other Savant users who launch the Savant App within range
   of your Wi-Fi network, even if they do not have permission to connect to your network.
   This is the only photo in your Savant Home software that is visible to Savant users outside
   your home.

   - Tap Take Photo to take a new photo to use on the title screen of your Savant Home.
   - Tap Choose Existing Photo to select a photo from the photos already stored on your
     smartphone or tablet.

7. Tap Next.
   The Savant App displays a field for entering the ZIP code of your Savant Home. The Savant App
   uses the ZIP code to help configure Favorites on your Savant Remote.

8. Type the ZIP code.

9. Tap Done.

Now you are ready to add devices to your Savant Home.

**TYPES OF DEVICES SUPPORTED**

You can add the following types of devices to your Savant Home:

- Savant Remotes and Savant Lamp Controllers
- Sonos devices, including Sonos Play speakers, Sonos Soundbars, and Sonos Connect
  components
  - Sonos Soundbars can be added separately to control the volume of your home theater
    system
  - Sonos Connect can be added separately for controlling audio output to speakers
- Savant Blasters
- Entertainment devices, including TVs, smart TVs¹, AV receivers, cable boxes, satellite TV, Blu-ray
  players, DVD players, and streaming devices such as Apple TV and Roku

   NOTE: You must add at least one device to your Savant Home before you can access the control
   features of the Savant App.

   NOTE: Before you can add Sonos devices to your Savant Home, you must first set them up using
   the Sonos app. Confirm that you can control your Sonos devices from the Sonos app
   before adding any Sonos devices to your Savant Home.

The first type of device you will add to your home are Savant devices.

¹ Version 1.1 of the Savant App and the Savant Remote support most smart TVs manufactured by Sony, Samsung and LG.
ADDING SAVANT DEVICES

The Savant App displays a reminder to stand within 30 feet of any device you are adding to your Savant Home.

1. Tap **Next**.
   The Savant App scans your home for Savant devices. After a moment, it reports how many devices it found and displays a panel for each one.
   - If you are not sure which of your devices a specific panel is referring to, tap **Locate**. The LED status light on the device will rapidly blink yellow, enabling you to identify it.
2. To add a device, tap the **Select Room** button in its panel. For the first device you add, you will need to create a room to which the device should be assigned. Select the room type from the list of common room types displayed by the App. The list is shown in the image below.

![A list of room types](image)

3. Tap name of the room or the type of the room where the device is located. You can edit the name of any room type after selecting it by tapping the pencil icon beside the name. To create a custom name, tap **Custom** and type the name using the onscreen keyboard.

4. If you are adding a Lamp Controller for a lamp with non-dimmable bulbs, do the following:
   - Tap **Device Setting** in the panel for the Lamp Controller you are configuring.
   - The Savant App opens a screen showing a dimmer control for the lamp. By default, the Lamp Controller is configured to support dimming.
   - Tap the **Dimmer Enabled** setting to leave the button empty, turning off the dimmer control.
   - Tap **Done**.
Once you select the room type, the Savant App displays the room type in the panel for the device, as shown below.

5. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 for each device you are adding.
   After you have added your first device to your home, the App lists only the room you have already assigned to devices. To add a new room type, tap **Add Room**. The Savant App displays the full list of room types. Make your selection and tap **Done**.

6. When you have added all your Savant devices, tap **Done** in the lower right corner of the screen. The Savant App displays a message saying that it is connecting to your Savant Host. This process may take up to a minute. Once the App connects to the Host and adds your devices, it reports how many devices it added. It also asks if these devices are all of your Savant devices.

   **NOTE:** You will add Savant Blasters later in the setup process. For now, just add Savant Remotes and Savant Lamp Controllers.

7. If you have finished adding Savant devices other than Savant Blasters, tap **Yes**. Otherwise, tap **No**, and repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 to finish adding your Savant devices.
   When you have finished adding Savant devices, the Savant App connects to the Savant Host. This process may take up to a minute.
ADDING SONOS DEVICES

Your Savant App will now scan for Sonos devices in your home. If it finds any, it reports that it has found a Sonos system.

NOTE: Before you can add Sonos devices to your Savant Home, you must first set them up using the Sonos app. Confirm that you can control your Sonos devices from the Sonos app before you adding them to your Savant Home.

NOTE: To add multiple Sonos speakers to the same room in your Savant Home, they must be grouped as a Stereo Pair or Surround System in your Sonos app.

1. Do one of the following:
   - If your App found Sonos devices, tap Next and follow the steps below.
   - If your App did not find any Sonos Play devices, tap Next. If you have entertainment devices, you can add them next. See “Setting Up Entertainment Devices” on page 19. If you do not have entertainment devices, the App will direct you to tutorials.

2. If you are not sure which Sonos device is associated with a particular panel in the App, tap Locate in the panel. This causes the white LED status light on the Sonos device associated with the panel to blink, so you can identify the device.

3. To add each Sonos device, tap the Select Room button in its panel.
   - If the room names you assigned to your Sonos devices match room names you have set up in your Savant Home, the Savant App automatically applies those room names to your Sonos devices.
   - Otherwise, for the first device you add to your Savant Home, you will need to create a room to which the device will be assigned. The Savant App displays a list of room types and asks which you would like to add.
   - For subsequent devices, the App lists only the room types you have already assigned to devices. To select a different room, tap Add Room. The Savant App displays a full list of room types. Tap the room type you want.
   - To create a custom name, tap Custom at the end of the list and type the custom room type using the onscreen keyboard. Tap Done.

4. Tap the room where the device is located.

5. Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 for each Sonos Play device you are adding.

6. When you have added all your Sonos Play devices, tap Done in the lower right corner of the screen.

7. The Savant App connects again to the Savant Host. This process may take up to a minute. Do not tap the App or do anything else to interrupt the connection process. The Savant App connects all your Sonos devices to the Savant Host and asks if these are all your Sonos devices.

8. If you have completed adding all the Sonos Play devices, tap Yes. Otherwise, tap No, and repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 to finish adding your Sonos Play devices.
SETTING UP SAVANT REMOTES

NOTE: Each Savant Remote is paired with a specific Remote Base. Savant Remotes and Savant Bases are not interchangeable. If you have multiple Remotes, please ensure that each Remote remains paired with the Remote Base that it was originally packed with in its box.

If you have added any Savant Remotes, the Savant App suggests setting them up now. It will automatically guide you through setting up each of your Savant Remotes.

1. Do one of the following:
   - To defer setting up your Remote, tap Do This Later. Note that you will need to set up your Remote before you can use it with your entertainment devices and Savant Blasters.
   - To set up your Remote so it can control your entertainment devices, tap Continue, and follow the steps below.

2. Check the placement of your Remote Base. Make sure that your Remote Base has a clear line of sight to your TV and any AV devices you will be controlling without Savant Blasters. Tap Done.

3. Confirm that there are no objects blocking the line of sight from the Remote Base to your TV and AV devices. Tap Done. The Savant App displays a message about connecting your TV.

4. Tap Next.

5. Make sure your TV is turned off. Tap Done.

6. Do one of the following:
   - Select the brand of your TV
   - Tap the search field, type the brand name of your TV, and tap the name that appears as a search result.

7. Tap Next.
To help determine the model of your TV, the Savant App will test some commands.

8. Tap **Next**.
   The Savant App displays a button for testing commands:

   ![A button for testing TV commands](image)

9. Do one of the following:
   - If you know the model number of your TV, tap **I Know My Model Number** and use the model number list or search tool to find your model number. Tap **Next**. Tap the green button to test commands for your TV.
   - Tap the green button to send a command to your TV, turning it on.
   
   After it sends a command to your TV, the Savant App asks if your TV responded.

10. Tap **Yes** or **No** depending on whether or not your TV responded. Continue with testing commands.

   The Savant App will also test commands for controlling your TV’s display and for cycling through inputs. Once the Savant App has successfully controlled your TV, it displays a message reporting that it has been paired with your Remote.
Once you have completed these steps, the Savant App asks if you have a smart TV.

11. Tap **Yes** or **No** to answer the question about whether or not your TV is a smart TV. If you are not sure if your TV is a smart TV, tap **Yes**, and the Savant App will help determine whether or not your TV really is a smart TV.
   - If you tapped **Yes**, the Savant App displays a message telling you to make sure your TV is connected to Wi-Fi. Once you are sure your TV is connected to Wi-Fi, tap **Continue**. The Savant App displays a button for testing smart TV commands. Tap the **Apps** button.
- If you tapped No in response to the question about your TV being a smart TV, the Savant App finishes setting up your TV. The Savant App suggests adding your other devices. Before continuing, determine which type of AV configuration you have.
DETERMINING IF YOU NEED SAVANT BLASTERS

During setup, the Savant App will help determine if you need to add Blasters by showing you the most popular device placement configurations. Swipe left and right to review three panels describing three arrangements of a Remote and entertainment devices.

Tap **Select** in the panel that best describes the arrangement of your entertainment devices. Based on your answer to this question, the App will help to ensure that your Remote can communicate with your entertainment devices.

Entertainment System Configurations

The Savant App includes built-in guidance for working with popular configurations of entertainment systems, including:

- **SIMPLE CONFIGURATIONS**: All AV equipment connects directly to the TV.
- **ADVANCED CONFIGURATIONS**: The system features an input switcher such as an AV receiver.
- **SPECIAL CONFIGURATIONS**: The system features a soundbar or a sound system, such as a Sonos Playbar or a Sonos Connect.

**NOTE**: When adding a TV or any other component to your Savant Home, the provisioning process can take up to 2 or 3 minutes. Do not tap the Savant App during this process.

**SIMPLE CONFIGURATIONS: Setting Up a System with All Devices Routed through a TV**

A simple configuration is one where all your entertainment devices are routed directly through a TV (a standard TV, not a smart TV). For this example: the entertainment system consists only of the TV and video sources like Apple TV, a Blu-ray player, and a cable box.
To add an entertainment device when setting up your Savant Home with a simple TV configuration, do the following:

1. Be sure to have set up your account, added your Savant and Sonos devices, and added your TV before continuing with the set up process.

NOTE: If you know the model number of your TV, tap I know my model number and you can search for your device model and skip the button sequence if a match is found.

2. On the screen that says “Let’s Add Your Other Devices,” tap Continue. The Savant App displays a list of other possible devices in your system.

   ![A scrollable list of entertainment devices you can add to your Savant Home](image)

3. Tap all the types of devices you want to add; for example, Apple TV.

4. Tap Next. The Savant App reminds you to turn on all your devices.

5. Turn on all the devices you want to add. Tap Done. The Savant App displays three panels showing various placements of the Savant Remote and Savant Blasters.

6. Tap the panel that corresponds to your setup. The Savant App displays a message saying that you are going to tell it how your devices are arranged.

7. Tap Next. The Savant App displays panels listing the devices you selected.

8. Tap Set Up under the name of the device you want to add next. The Savant App displays buttons for testing the IR connectivity to this device. The App will display a sequence of commands and questions. At each prompt, answer the question about your device’s response to the command you issued.

9. Tap the command input buttons until the correct input is displayed on your TV.
   - Once the device responds, tap Next.
     If you have not entered the manufacturer and model number for the device you are adding,
your Savant App displays a series of buttons for testing the connection to this device and confirming its model.

- Follow the App’s instructions for tapping buttons and testing your device’s responses. Once the Savant App has determined the manufacturer and model number, it displays a green button to test the connection to the device.

10. Tap the green button.

The Savant App asks if the device responded to the command. If the device did not respond, try the test again.

11. Once the device has responded, tap Yes.

If you have added a Blaster to your Savant Home, your Savant App asks whether the device you just added will be controlled by a Blaster or by the Remote.

12. Tap either Blaster or Remote to indicate how you will control this device. Tap Next. You have now finished setting up this device. The Savant App returns you to a screen showing panels for all your remote devices.

13. Repeat steps 7 through 12 for each device you want to add to your Savant Home.

SETTING UP FAVORITES

If you added Cable, Satellite TV, or TiVo, you can add your favorite channels to your Savant Remote. Select your cable provider, and the channel listings will be downloaded to your Remote. By default, the top channels will be added as favorites on your Remote. Your Savant App and your Savant Remote will automatically re-order your list of Favorites based on your viewing activity.

Each user with a profile on your Savant Remote can set up his or her own list of Favorites.

You can access every Favorite by saying its name as a voice command on the Savant Remote.

The Savant App displays a list of local services appropriate for your entertainment device. For example:

![A list of local services](image-url)
14. Tap the service you are using.

The Savant App automatically configures a list of Favorites based on your service and location. It displays a message about the list along with an Edit Now button for reordering the list yourself.

The Edit Now button for editing Favorites
15. Do one of the following:
- To use the automatically generated list of Favorites, tap **Skip**.
- To edit the list of Favorites, tap **Edit Now**. The Savant App displays a scrollable list of channels. Select the **My Favorites** tab, and select the channels that you want to include in your Favorites. Tap **Done**.
ADVANCED CONFIGURATIONS: Setting Up a System with an Input Switcher

An input switcher is any device that lets you select the source of audio/visual (AV) content for your entertainment system. One of the most popular types of input switchers is an AV receiver (AVR), which controls the switching of AV inputs to your TV and the routing of audio through your system.

When you have an AVR, your system becomes more complex because it includes one and possibly two input switchers. Typically, the AVR handles the volume control and all input switching in your system. However, some systems use their TV as the input switcher and use the AV receiver mainly to route audio. When adding a system with two input switchers to your Savant Home, you will be asked to select inputs from both switchers.

Take a moment to note how your AVR or input switcher is connected to other components before adding these devices to your Savant Home. Then do the following:

1. Make sure you have completed all the steps in “Before You Start” on page 18.
2. Determine if you need Savant Blasters, as described in “Determining if You Need Savant Blasters” on page 35.
   The Savant App displays panels asking you to describe your configuration.

3. Tap Select in the panel that best describes your system.
4. Follow the instructions for adding your devices and indicating which device controls input switching in your entertainment system.
   - When prompted, identify your AVR as the volume controller for your system.
   - If you selected Option 1 or 2 above, other devices you add to your system will automatically map to the input device identified in the panel you selected. If you selected Option 3, the Savant App will ask you to select either your TV or your AVR as the input for the device being added.
SPECIAL CONFIGURATIONS: Setting Up a System with a Soundbar

NOTE: If your soundbar is a Sonos Playbar, please see “Savant App™” on page 7.

When you set up an entertainment system with a soundbar in your Savant Home, you need to add control for turning the soundbar on and off.

You also need to identify the volume controller for your system. Typically, the soundbar acts as the volume controller. If your system is set up this way, be sure to select the soundbar when the Savant App asks you to select the volume controller in your system.

Though unusual, some soundbars may also act as input switchers. If your soundbar is acting as the input switcher for your system, select Option 2 or 3 in the panels for configuring an entertainment system with an AV receiver. The App will also ask you if the soundbar behaves as an input switcher. Select the panel that best describes the switching used in your system.
SPECIAL CONFIGURATIONS: Setting Up a System with a Speaker System

Most home theaters include a sound system.

Select this option if you have a home theater in a box. Option 1, in which the TV acts as the input switcher, is the typical answer. However, some sound systems have input switching capabilities. If your sound system performs input switching for your entire entertainment system, select Option 2. If it performs input switching for only certain components, select Option 3.

Configuration options for a typical Speaker System or Home Theater
SPECIAL CONFIGURATIONS: Setting Up a System with a Sonos Playbar

A Sonos Playbar is a soundbar that delivers high-quality audio for a TV and also functions as a Sonos Play device, streaming audio from a smartphone or tablet.

To add an entertainment system with a Sonos Playbar to your Savant Home, do the following:

1. Make sure that when you set up the Playbar with the Sonos app, you assign it to the same room as your Savant Remote.
2. When you configure your Remote and add the Sonos Playbar, you will be notified that the Playbar will now be the volume controller of the system.

Adding a Sonos Playbar
Once you have added a Sonos Playbar, the Savant App notifies you that the Playbar controls the volume for your entertainment system.

**SPECIAL CONFIGURATIONS: Setting Up a System with a Sonos Connect**

Sonos Connect lets you add streaming music sources to your stereo, home theater, or a whole-home system.

You only need to add your Sonos Connect to the Savant Remote if Sonos Connect is part of your entertainment system. If the Savant App has found a Sonos Connect during the initial configuration of your Savant Remote and added it the same room as your Remote, then the Connect will appear in the list of devices when you are asked to select all devices in your entertainment system.

If you are adding a Sonos Connect after you have initially set up your Savant Remote, use the plus sign (+) on the Devices screen. Assign your Connect to the same room as your Savant Remote, and you will be prompted to configure it to your system.
ADDSAVANTBLASTERS

NOTE: Add your Savant Remote and any devices you would like the Blaster to control before adding a Savant Blaster.

NOTE: You can add up to three Savant Blasters per Savant Remote.

To add a Savant Blaster, do the following:

1. Unpack the Savant Blaster and install its batteries. Position the Blaster within 30 feet of the entertainment device you want it to control. Make sure the Blaster has a direct line of sight to the device.
3. Tap the plus sign (+) in the upper left corner of the Devices screen. The Savant App displays panels showing the different types of devices you can add to your Savant Home.
4. Tap Begin in the panel for Blaster. The Savant App scans the area for a Savant Blaster. The App displays a panel for each Blaster it finds. You can swipe left or right to scroll through the panels.
   - To determine which Blaster is associated with a particular panel, tap Locate on the bottom of the panel. An LED status light will blink red on the bottom of the Blaster associated with that panel in the App.
5. Once you have located the Blaster you want to add, tap Pair. The Savant App displays a list of entertainment devices available to be paired with the Blaster.

6. Tap the name of each device you want the Blaster to control. You can select multiple devices as long as the Blaster has an unobstructed line of sight to all the devices you selected.
7. Tap Done.
**ADDING DEVICES AFTER YOUR SAVANT HOME IS SET UP**

You can add new devices to your Savant Home after setting up your home with Savant Instant. Follow the instructions below.

NOTE:

**Adding a Savant Remote or Lamp Controller After Your Savant Home Is Set Up**

⚠️ **Caution**

Use a Savant Lamp Controller only for lamps. Do not attempt to control any other type of device with a Savant Lamp Controller.

NOTE: You can add up to four Savant Remotes to a Savant Host.

To add a Savant Remote or a Savant Lamp Controller, do the following:

1. Unpack the Savant device and plug it in.
   - The LED status light on a Savant Remote Base or Lamp Controller will blink yellow to indicate its readiness to connect.
   
   NOTE: It takes about 8 seconds for a Lamp Controller to fully power on.

   2. The Savant App automatically scans your home for Savant devices and displays a notification on the Home View that it has detected a new device. Tap the notification.

   3. Add the device, following the steps below.
     - If the Savant App has found a single device, tap **Select Room** under the picture of the device.
     - If the Savant App has found multiple devices, such as three Lamp Controllers, it displays a picture of each one. To select one of these devices for adding, tap **Locate** under its picture. Tapping **Locate** makes the LED status light on the device blink quickly, enabling you to identify which device you are adding.
     - The LED on a Savant Remote is located on the bottom of the Base.
     - The LED on a Savant Lamp Controller is located on one of the device’s triangular sides.
     - When the LED on the device you want to add is blinking red, tap **Select Room** under the picture of the device.

   A menu appears, listing familiar room types, such as Bedroom, Bathroom, Kitchen, and Office. The menu also includes **Other**, which enables you to type your own name for the room.

   4. Add the device to a room.
     - Tap the name of the room where the device is located.
     - If you selected **Other**, a keyboard appears. Type the name of the room. Tap **Done**.

   Once you have tapped **Done**, the Savant App displays a message saying it is connecting to the device. When it has finished connecting, your Savant App reports that the device has been added.

   5. The Savant App asks if you have added all your Savant devices. If you have, tap **Yes**. If you have not, tap **No** and repeat these steps until you have added all your Savant devices.

**Adding a Smart TV after Your Savant Home Is Set Up**

If you are adding a smart TV to your Savant Home, and your entertainment system includes an AVR, you will need to indicate whether the sound for the smart TV should come from its built-in speakers or from the AVR.
Adding a Sonos Device After Your Savant Home Is Set Up

To add a Sonos device after you have completed your initial setup of your Savant Home, do the following:

1. Unpack the Sonos device and plug it in. Follow the instructions provided by Sonos for adding the device to your Sonos account. The Savant App automatically scans the Wi-Fi network for new Sonos devices. When it finds a Sonos device, it displays a notification on the Home View.

   NOTE: To add multiple Sonos speakers to the same room in your Savant Home, they must be grouped as a Stereo Pair or Surround System in your Sonos app. Set up this grouping before following the steps below.

2. Tap the notification for the new Sonos devices. The Savant App displays a panel for each new device it has detected in your Savant Home.

3. Tap **Begin** in the panel for the Sonos device you want to add.
   - To determine which Sonos device is associated with a particular panel, tap **Locate** on the bottom of the panel. An LED status light will blink on the Sonos device associated with that panel in the App.

4. Tap the panel of the Sonos device you want to add and assign it to a room.
   - If you assigned the Sonos device to a room when setting it up with your Sonos app and that room matches a room already set up in your Savant App, the Savant App automatically assigns the device to that room in the Savant App.
   - Otherwise, select the room type to which you want to add the device.

Adding an Entertainment Device After Your Savant Home Is Set Up

To add an entertainment device after you have completed your initial setup of your Savant Home, do the following:

1. Tap **Devices** on the Home View of your Savant App.
2. On the Devices screen, tap the plus sign (+).
3. Scroll to the panel labeled Add Entertainment Devices and tap **Begin**. The Savant App displays a list of the types of devices you can add.
4. Tap all the types of devices you want to add; for example: AV receiver and Apple TV.
5. Tap **Next**. The Savant App reminds you to turn on all your devices.
6. Tap **Done**. The Savant App displays a message saying it is ready to connect your devices.
7. Tap **Continue**. The Savant App displays panels listing the devices you selected.
8. Tap **Set Up** under the name of the device you want to add next. The Savant App displays a sequence of buttons for testing IR connectivity to the device. After you press each button, confirm if your AV device responded to the IR command.
9. Tap input buttons until the correct input is displayed on your TV.
   - Once the device responds, tap **Next**. If you have not entered the manufacturer and model number for the device you are adding, your Savant App displays a series of buttons for testing the connection to this device and confirming its model.
   - Follow the App’s instructions for tapping buttons and testing your device’s responses. Once the Savant App has determined the manufacturer and model number, it displays a green button to test the connection to the device.
10. Tap the green button.
   The Savant App asks if the device responded to the command. If the device did not respond, try
   the test again. Once the device has responded, tap Yes.
   You have now finished setting up this device. The Savant App returns you to the Devices screen.

11. Select another device to set up or tap Done.
CONTROLLING DEVICES AND SERVICES

UNDERSTANDING DEVICES AND SERVICES

Once you have added devices to your Savant Home, you can use your Savant App to control the device.

Devices

Use the Devices screen to add and configure devices such as Savant Lamp Controllers. For example, if you want to add a Lamp Controller in your front hallway and configure the Lamp Controller not to operate as a dimmer switch, use the Devices screen to add the device and indicate that it is using non-dimmable bulbs.

Services

Use the carousel on the Home View to control the services provided by your devices.

For example, if you want to control the lighting in your Savant Home without activating a scene, tap the Lighting service in the list of services on the Home View. The Savant App lists the Lighting available in your Savant Home. Select the specific rooms or devices you want to control, and change their settings using the controls provided in the App.

CONTROLLING AN INDIVIDUAL DEVICE

The Savant App offers different ways of controlling devices.

- Quick Controls are the most essential controls for a device, quickly and easily accessed from a pop-up menu opened by pressing and holding on the icon for the device in the Home, Rooms, or single Room view.
- Full controls for a device are available by tapping on the icon for the device in the Home, Rooms, or single Room view.

To control an individual device, do the following:

1. On the Home View of the Savant App, either scroll through the Services carousel to find the service provided by the device, or find the service in the Rooms view or the view for a particular Room.
2. Do one of the following:
   - To open the Quick Controls, press and hold the icon for the service. When the Quick Controls pop-up window opens, use the essential features in the window to control the device.
   - To open a window with a more complete set of controls, tap the icon for the service. Use the controls to make changes.
As an example of Quick Controls, the picture below shows the Quick Controls available for a Sonos Play device from the Home View.

![Quick Controls on the Home View](image1)

To open more complete set of controls, tap on the icon for a service, rather than pressing and holding on it. The picture below shows an example of a full window of controls for a Sonos Play device.

![Full controls for a Sonos Play device](image2)
REMOVING A DEVICE

To remove a device from your Savant App, do the following:

1. On the Home View of the Savant App, swipe right or tap Devices to open the Devices screen.
2. Scroll down the list of devices to find the device you want to remove.
3. Tap name of the device.
4. Tap the X in the upper left corner of the picture of the device.

The Savant App removes the device from the configuration of your Savant Home.
USER PROFILES

ABOUT USER PROFILES

The Savant App and the Savant Remote support user profiles: user accounts with different preferences and permissions for controlling your Savant Home.

With user profiles, each family member can have fast access to their favorite scenes and channels. You can also grant guests and babysitters limited access to services in your Savant Home. Each user profile created must be associated with an email address.

There are three types of user profiles with varying degrees of permission for controlling your Savant Home: Guest Users, Household Users, and Admin Users.

Each type of profile features default settings, but you can customize any profile to use whatever features you like. For example, you can give a Guest User privileges, such as remote access, that are not included in the default settings for Guest User profiles. In addition, you can restrict any user’s access to certain rooms, services, and scenes.

A Guest User

By default, a Guest user will have only local access to your Savant Home and will not be able to change the configuration of your Savant Home.

A Household User

By default, a Household user can be given both local and remote access to your Savant Home. Like a Guest user, a Household user by default cannot change the configuration of your Savant Home.

An Admin User

An Admin user has complete control over the Savant App and all the features of your Savant Home, including remote access for monitoring and controlling services and scenes. In addition, an Admin user can create and manage other profiles.

NOTE: Only Admin users can add or remove devices in your Savant Home.

CREATING NEW PROFILES

Selecting a Profile Type and Entering an Email Address

To create a new profile, do the following:

1. On the Home View of the Savant App, tap the Menu icon (≡) at the top of the screen.
2. Tap the Users icon (👤) in the upper left corner of the screen.
3. Tap the plus sign (+) in the upper right corner of the screen.
   The Savant App displays panels showing the three types of profiles available: Guest, Household, or Admin. Swipe right to see the other panels.
4. Tap Select on the panel of the type of profile you want to create.
5. Tap the Email field and type the email address of the person for whom you are creating the profile.
6. Tap **Send Invite**.
   Savant sends an email invitation to the address you entered.

**Creating a Password for the User Account**

The user whose email address you entered receives an invitation to create a password for his or her new Savant account. The invitation looks like this:

![Welcome message](image)

To accept the invitation, the user must click or tap the **Create Password** button. A Web form opens, asking the user to enter a password that is at least 8 characters long and that includes at least one uppercase letter, one lowercase letter, and one number.

![Create new password form](image)

The user must enter the same password in each of the password fields in the form to ensure it has been typed correctly.
Customizing the Name and Photo for a User Account

When a new account is created, it is assigned a generic name such as New Admin. To change this generic name to the user’s real name, do the following:

1. Launch the Savant App.
2. Sign into the new profile.
3. Tap Connect.
4. Tap the Menu icon (≡) on the Home View.
5. Tap the Users icon (👤) in the upper left corner of the screen to open the Profile screen.
6. Tap Manage Profile.
7. Make the changes you want.
   - Tap the large icon of a person and replace the generic representation of a person with a photo. You will have the option of taking a new photo or selecting a photo from the device on which you are running the Savant App.
   - Tap the First Name and Last Name fields to enter a real first name and last name for the profile.
   - If you want to enable a Remote Passcode, requiring that a 4-digit PIN be entered before a user can access this profile on a Savant Remote, tap the button labeled Remote Passcode Enabled.

NOTE: To learn more about assigning Remote Passcodes to user profiles, see “” on page 55.

8. When you have finished making changes, tap the back arrow in the upper left corner of the screen.

SELECTING PRIVILEGES FOR A USER

If you are signed in as an Admin profile, you can control the privileges assigned to another profile.

To manage another profile, do the following:

1. On the Home View of the Savant App, tap the Menu icon (≡) at the top of the screen.
2. Tap the Users icon (👤) in the upper left of the screen. The Savant App displays a picture of the current user.
3. Scroll down the list of users and tap the user icon whose privileges you want to control. The Savant App opens a screen with options for the User Profile.
4. Tap Options to configure the account. A check mark indicates that a privilege has been granted.
   Optional privileges include:
   - Manage Users: enables this user to manage other users.
   - Remote Access: Grants this user the ability to access your Savant Home remotely.
   - Notifications: Enables this user to receive notifications about your Savant Home on their mobile device.
   - Rooms: Specifies which rooms this user can access. The default is All. Tap All to open a list of rooms that you can enable and disable for this user.
   - Scenes: Specifies which scenes this user can access. The default is All. Tap All to open a list of scenes that you can enable and disable for this user.

5. Tap the left arrow at the top of the screen to return to the list of User Profiles and apply your changes.
SWITCHING BETWEEN USER PROFILES

To switch between profiles, sign out of one profile and sign into another.

Signing Out of the Current Profile

To sign out of the current profile, do the following:

1. On the Home View of the Savant App, tap the Menu icon (≡) at the top of the screen.
2. Tap the Users icon (👥) in the upper left of the screen.
   The Savant App displays a picture of the profile in use.
3. Tap Manage Profile.
4. Tap Sign Out in the upper right corner of the screen.
   A pop-up window appears, asking if you would like to sign out.
5. Tap Sign Out a second time.
   The Savant App signs you out of the current profile.

Signing Into Another Profile

To sign into a profile, do the following:

1. Launch the Savant App.
2. Tap Sign In.
3. Tap the email field and type the email address for your profile.
4. Tap the password field and type the password for your profile.
5. Tap Sign In.
   The first time you log into a profile created by the Savant Home Admin, you will see a message that you have been offered an invitation. Tap Accept. The Savant App then displays the name of the Savant Homes it has detected near you.
6. Find your Savant Home, and tap Connect.
   The Savant App connects you to the Savant Home you selected.

DELETING A USER PROFILE

To delete a user profile, do the following:

1. On the Home View of the Savant App, tap the Menu icon (≡) at the top of the screen.
2. Tap the Users icon (👥) in the upper left of the screen.
   The Savant App displays a picture of the current user.
3. Scroll down the list of users, and tap the user icon whose privileges you want to control.
   The Savant App opens a screen with options for the User Profile.
4. Tap Delete User.
   A dialog box opens, asking you to confirm that you want to delete this user and all their information.
5. Tap Delete.
   The Savant App deletes the user.
SETTING UP YOUR PROFILE WITH A PASSCODE

Users’ profiles can be configured with a Passcode to limit access. When switching to a protected profile on a Savant Remote, a user will need to enter the Passcode for that profile.

To set up a Passcode, do the following:

1. Sign into your Savant App using the profile whose Passcode you want to set up.
2. On the Home View, tap the Menu icon ( ).
3. Tap the Users icon ( ).
4. Tap Manage Profile.
5. Scroll to the bottom of the screen, and tap the check box labeled Remote Passcode Enabled.
   An on-screen keypad appears.
6. Tap the numerical sequence you want to use as the 4-digit Passcode.
   The keypad reappears, so you can confirm the Passcode you entered.
7. Tap the numerical sequence again.
   The Savant App configures your account with the Passcode you entered.
USING SCENES

ABOUT SCENES

In a Savant Home, a scene creates ambiance with a tap.

A scene is a collection of device settings that you activate at one time. For example, you can create a scene that dims the lights and plays your favorite jazz playlist on your Sonos sound system. You can give the scene a name like Date Night or Relax.

Once you have set up the scene, you can activate it any time by tapping its name in the list of scenes. You can also schedule scenes to start automatically.

The Savant App gives you a great deal of freedom in scheduling scenes. For example, you can program your Relax scene to start every night at 6 pm or at 1 hour after sunset. You can even program the scene to start at 1 hour after dawn on Fridays between January 15 and April 30 but at no other time.

NOTE: You might find it useful to create a scene that turns off all the devices in your Savant Home. You could activate this scene at the end of the day to turn off all your Savant Lamp Controllers and Savant-controlled entertainment systems with a single tap or voice command. You could name this scene “Goodnight” or something similar that conveys its function.

ADDING SCENES TO YOUR SAVANT HOME

There are two ways of adding a scene.

- Capturing a Scene
  You can use the Savant App to capture a scene from the current settings of devices and services in your home.

- Building a Scene
  You can use the Savant App to select the devices, services, and settings you want to include in a scene.

The steps below guide you through both ways of adding a scene.
Capturing a Scene

To capture a scene by recording current settings of devices and services, do the following:

1. From the main panel, swipe left to open the Scenes panel.
2. Tap the plus sign (+) in the upper right corner of the screen.
   A screen appears, offering you a choice of capturing or building the scene.
3. Tap Capture.
   The Savant App lists rooms configured in your Savant Home.
4. Tap the name of each room you want to include in the scene.
5. Tap Next.
   The Savant App lists the services in the rooms you selected.
6. Tap services to select which services you want to include in the scene. Tap the plus sign (+) in the upper right corner of the screen to add services you do not see listed.
7. Tap Next.
   The Savant App opens the Scene Scheduler.
8. Use the options in the Scene Scheduler to schedule the scene or tap Skip.
   The Savant Apps lists possible names for the scene. You can choose any name that has not already been used in your Savant Home. Alternatively, you can create a new name.
9. Tap the name you want to assign, or tap Custom to enter a new name. If you select Custom, an onscreen keyboard appears so you can enter the name. Once you are done typing, tap Done.
10. Tap Next.
    The Savant App opens a screen for selecting a photo for the scene.
11. Select a photo to represent the scene. Do one of the following:
    - To select a photo from the Savant App’s library of photos, scroll down through the photos displayed on the screen and tap the one you want.
    - To take a new photo, tap the plus sign (+) in the upper right corner of the screen. Tap Take Photo. Take a picture with your smartphone or tablet. Tap Use Photo.
    - To select a photo from the photos on your smartphone or tablet, tap the plus sign (+) in the upper right corner of the screen. Tap Choose Existing Photo. Browse the photos on your mobile device and tap the photo you want to use.
12. Tap Save.

The Savant App saves the scene you captured.
Building a Scene

To build a scene, do the following:

1. From the main panel, swipe left to open the Scenes panel.
2. Tap the plus sign (†) in the upper right corner of the screen.
   A screen appears, offering you a choice of capturing or building the scene.
3. Tap Build.
   The Savant App displays a list of the services in your Savant Home.
4. Tap the name of each service you want to include in the scene. Use configuration options to
   configure each service as you would like it in the scene.
   When you have finished selecting and configuring services, the Savant App opens the Scene
   Scheduler. (For more information about using the Scene Scheduler, see page 60.)
5. Use the options in the Scene Scheduler to schedule the scene or tap Skip.
   The Savant App lists possible names for the scene. You can choose any name that has not
   already been used in your Savant Home. Alternatively, you can create a new name.
6. Tap the name you want to assign, or tap Custom to enter a new name. If you select Custom, an
   onscreen keyboard appears so you can type the name. Once you are done typing, tap Done.
7. Tap Next.
   The Savant App opens a screen for selecting a photo for the scene.
8. Select a photo to represent the scene. Do one of the following:
   - To select a photo from the Savant App’s library of photos, scroll down through the photos
     displayed on the screen and tap the one you want.
   - To take a new photo, tap the plus sign (†) in the upper right corner of the screen. Tap Take
     Photo. Take a picture with your smartphone or tablet. Tap Use Photo.
   - To select a photo from the photos on your smartphone or tablet, tap the plus sign (†) in the
     upper right corner of the screen. Tap Choose Existing Photo. Browse the photos on your
     mobile device and tap the photo you want to use.
9. Tap Save.

The Savant App saves the scene you built.
USING THE SCENE SCHEDULER

By default, scenes are available at any time of any day. You can activate a scene simply by tapping its name on the scenes panel.

The Scene Scheduler enables you to specify when a scene should automatically be activated.

Clock Time and Celestial Time

You can schedule scenes to activate automatically under certain conditions. These conditions can include:

- Time can be either:
  - At Time
    - A specific time of day, such as 3:00 pm.
  - Relative to Celestial Time
    - A time based on the rising and setting of the sun.

Celestial time is based on a Celestial Reference, which can be:

- Dawn
- Sunrise
- Sunset
- Dusk

Dawn and dusk refer to civil twilight, the time when the sun is 6 degrees below the horizon.

You can also specify an offset before or after any of these times. The offset can range from 5 seconds up to 5 hours. For example, you can set an offset for minus 5 seconds from Dawn, which will activate a scene five seconds before Dawn. You can also set an offset of 5 hours after Sunset, which will activate a scene five hours after Sunset.

Your choices for offsets from Celestial Time include positive and negative numbers of the following durations:

- 1 Minute
- 5 Minutes
- 10 Minutes
- 15 Minutes
- 30 Minutes
- 45 Minutes
- 1 Hour
- 2 Hours
- 5 Hours

The default choice is None, which does not set an offset for a Celestial Time.
The picture below shows scheduling a scene to begin automatically one hour after Dawn.

- **Celestial Reference**: Dawn
- **Time Offset**: 1 Hour

Scheduling a scene to begin automatically one hour after dawn.
Specifying Start Dates and End Dates

By default, scenes take place every day all year long. You have the option of having scenes activate only in a certain range of days. For example, you can make a scene automatically activate only from January 15 to April 30.

To specify start dates and end dates for the scene, do the following:

1. On the Scene Scheduler screen, tap All Year.
   Two new fields appear: Start Date and End Date.
2. Tap Start Date. Use the scrollable month and date fields to select the month and date on which the scene should first be available.
3. Tap End Date. Use the scrollable month and date fields to select the month and date on which the scene should last be available.

The picture below shows an example of setting a start date and end date for a scene.

Specifying Days of the Week

You also have the option of scheduling scenes for only certain days of the week, such as Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday.

Tap Days and select the days of the week you want the scene to be active.
ACTIVATING A SCENE

To activate a scene manually, open the Scenes panel and tap the name of the scene you want to activate.

If you have used the Scene Scheduler to schedule a recurring scene, the scene will begin and end automatically based on the schedule you specified.

NOTE: Once started, a scene continues until it is replaced by another scene or until you manually change its devices and services.

STARTING A COUNTDOWN TIMER TO A SCENE

The Savant App makes it easy to set a countdown timer for a scene to start.

To set a countdown timer for a scene, do the following.

1. On the Home View, tap Scenes.
2. Find the scene you want to start after a certain amount of time, and swipe left across its name. The Savant App opens three panels with options for the scene.
3. Tap Timer. The Savant App displays a list of time intervals, such as 5 Seconds, 15 Seconds, 30 Seconds, 1 Minute, 5 Minutes, and so on.
4. Scroll through the list of time intervals and tap the one you want to use for the countdown timer. The Savant App displays the name of the scene along with a clock icon on the right and a digital clock readout on the left. Once the timer has counted down to 0, the scene begins.

DELETING A SCENE

To delete a scene, do the following.

1. On the Home View, tap Scenes.
2. Find the scene you want to delete and swipe from right to left across its name. The Savant App opens three panels with options for the scene.
3. Tap Delete. The Savant App deletes the scene from your Savant Home.
If your profile has been set up to allow remote access to your Savant Home, you can use the Savant App to access your Savant Home and control its devices even when you are in a remote location. A remote location is any location with Internet access that is not on your home’s Wi-Fi network.

Status messages on the Home View screen keep you informed about which services are active.

NOTE: To learn more about setting privileges such as remote access for user profiles, see “About User Profiles” on page 52.
SWITCHING SAVANT HOMES

If your Savant account is set up in two or more Savant Homes, you can switch between Homes in the Savant App.

To switch homes, do the following:

1. On the Home View, tap the Menu icon (≡).
2. Tap the Settings icon ( ≡ ) in the upper right corner of the screen.
   The Savant App shows a picture of a Savant Home.
3. To switch to a different Home, tap **Switch Homes**.
   The Savant App displays panels for the Savant Homes it finds.
4. To switch to a different Savant Home, tap **Connect** in the panel of the Savant Home you want.
   The Savant App connects you to the Home you selected.
CUSTOMIZING YOUR APP

OVERVIEW
The Savant App allows you to customize your Savant experience, tailoring features to the style of your home.

CUSTOMIZING NAMES
The Savant App includes lists of popular names for rooms and scenes. You can change the names of the rooms and scenes in your Savant Home.

Anytime you see a pencil icon to the right of a name in your Savant App, you can tap the icon to open an onscreen keyboard and edit the name.

When you add a scene, you can select the name **Custom** to open a keyboard for typing a new name for the scene.

CHANGING PHOTOS OF ROOMS
You can upload new photos for rooms, so that your Savant App uses pictures of your own home. You can also choose different photos from a photo library included in your Savant App.

To change the picture of a room, do the following:

1. On the Home View, tap the Menu icon ( illustrates).
2. Tap the Settings icon ( illustrates) in the upper right corner of the screen.
   The Savant App shows a picture of a Savant Home. If you need to switch to a different Home, tap Switch Homes and select the Savant Home you want. Once you have connected, return to the Settings screen.
3. Scroll to the bottom of the screen and tap Room Settings.
4. Scroll left and right to find the room whose picture you want to change. Tap Add Image.
   The Savant App offers you three choices:
   - **Browse Default Photos**
   - **Take Photo**
   - **Choose Existing Photo**
5. Tap the choice you want.
   - If you tap **Browse Default Photos**, your Savant App displays a scrolling list of photos. Tap the photo you want to use. Tap **Save**. The Savant App returns you to the Room Settings screen. If you have finished changing photos, tap **Done**.
   - If you tap **Take Photo**, the Savant App accesses the camera in your smartphone or tablet. Take a photo of the room you want to represent. If you like the photo, tap **Use Photo**. If you would like to re-take the photo, tap **Retake**. When you use a photo that you have taken, the Savant App returns you to the Room Settings screen. If you have finished changing photos, tap **Done**.
   - If you tap **Choose Existing**, the Savant App accesses the photo library in your smartphone or tablet. Browse your photos, and tap the one you want to use. Once you have selected a photo, the Savant App returns you to the Room Settings screen. If you have finished changing photos, tap **Done**.
SETTING UP NOTIFICATIONS

You can configure your Savant App to send notifications to your smartphone or tablet to let you know if something has changed in your Savant Home.

To set up a notification, do the following:
1. On the Home View, tap the Menu icon (≡) to open the Rooms View screen.
2. On the Rooms View screen, tap the Settings icon (⚙).
   Tap Notifications.
   The Add Notification screen opens. This Add Notification screen lets you select a service and define the status that triggers a notification.
3. Scroll through services at the top of the screen and tap the service for which you want to create the Notification.
4. In the lower portion of the screen, select the status that should trigger the notification.
   For example, the screen below shows the status options available for the Lighting service.

   ![Add Notification screen]

   The Add Notification screen

5. Tap Next.
The Savant App displays the Edit Notification screen, which lets you narrow down the conditions that trigger a notification. By default, the Savant system sends a notification when the service status occurs in any room at any time. Using the Edit Notification screen, you can limit the notification to specific rooms and specific times. You can also choose to receive the notification by email, rather than as an app notification on your mobile device.

6. To limit the notification to the status occurring in specific rooms or at specific times, tap Where and When and edit the notification as you like. When you have finished editing the Where or When screen, tap Done.

7. Tap Send and select whether you would like to receive the notification as a mobile app notification on your mobile device or as an email message sent to the email account associated with your Savant user profile.

8. Tap Done.
TROUBLESHOOTING

WI-FI NETWORKS AND YOUR SAVANT HOME

Connecting to a 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi Network

Wi-Fi routers and access points operate at two different radio frequencies: 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. Your Savant Host and Savant devices are designed to communicate over 2.4 GHz.

Most routers and access points in homes today operate at 2.4 GHz. This is the frequency supported by the Wi-Fi protocols 802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11g, the most popular protocols available for home Wi-Fi networks.

802.11n, a newer Wi-Fi protocol, can operate at either 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz. A Wi-Fi device such as a smartphone or tablet can only connect to one network at a time. To be able to use the Savant App, connect to a password-protected network running at 2.4 GHz.

802.11ac, the newest Wi-Fi protocol, operates only at 5 GHz. However, some 802.11ac access points are dual-band devices, meaning that they support both 5 GHz with 802.11ac and 2.4 GHz using an older protocol such as 802.11b.

To confirm that your Wi-Fi equipment supports 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi, look for any of the following on the packaging or labeling of your Wi-Fi access point or router:

- 2.4 GHz
- 802.11a
- 802.11b
- 802.11g
- 802.11n with either 2.4 GHz or dual-band

Savant Names in Lists of Local Wi-Fi Networks

After you have added Savant devices such as Lamp Controllers to your Savant Home, you may notice Savant names appearing in the list of your local Wi-Fi networks. Savant devices transmit Wi-Fi signals, but they do not serve as general-purpose access points. Do not try to connect other devices, such as laptops, to Savant devices as though they were network access points. Instead, connect to your local Wi-Fi network.

Connecting to a Wi-Fi Network through a Repeater

Each Savant Host connects to a single Wi-Fi network.

If your house is large or includes barriers such as brick walls, you may have set up your network with repeaters to extend the range of your Wi-Fi access.

If the repeaters create new local networks with names that differ from the name of your main Wi-Fi network, you will need to deploy additional Savant Hosts, one for each uniquely named network, to connect to your extended networks.

Password Protection

The Savant App requires your Wi-Fi network to be password-protected. If you haven’t assigned a password to your Wi-Fi network, please do so before setting up your Savant Home.
SOFTWARE UPDATES

From time to time, Savant will issue software updates for your Savant products. These updates will download automatically. When they are downloading, the LED status light on any product being updated will blink slowly yellow and green. You may also see a screen like the one shown below in the Savant App.

![A Savant App message about a software update](image)

When an update is taking place, do not unplug any of your Savant products. Allow the update to complete successfully. Updates should take only a few minutes to complete.
UNDERSTANDING LED STATUS LIGHTS ON SAVANT PRODUCTS

Savant products use the following codes on their LED status lights:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LED Status Light</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off or no light present</td>
<td>The device may not be powered on or connected to a power source.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapidly blinking red</td>
<td>The device is being reset to its factory defaults. After rapidly blinking red, the light will glow solid yellow for a minute or less and then begin slowly blinking yellow.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapidly blinking yellow</td>
<td>The device is responding to a Locate command in the Savant App.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slowly blinking yellow</td>
<td>The device is ready to be connected to your network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary solid yellow (1 minute maximum)</td>
<td>The device is currently loading and should change when finished.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent solid yellow (More than a minute)</td>
<td>Device cannot locate the Wi-Fi it was connected to originally.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slowly blinking green</td>
<td>The device is connecting to your network and establishing communication with the Savant Host or Savant App. If the blinking remains constant, the device is connected to Wi-Fi but not to the Host.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid green</td>
<td>The device has established communication with the Savant Host and your network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slowly blinking yellow and green</td>
<td>The device is receiving a software update over your Wi-Fi network. Please do not unplug the device until the software update has completed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FINDING LED STATUS LIGHTS ON SAVANT PRODUCTS

The illustrations below show the locations of LED status lights on Savant products.

The LED status light on the Savant Host

The LED status light on the bottom of a Savant Remote Base

The LED status light on the Lamp Controller

The LED status light on the bottom of a Savant Blaster
RESETTING SAVANT PRODUCTS

When instructed by Savant Support, you can reset a Savant Host, a Savant Remote Base, or a Savant Lamp Control by inserting the straight end of a paper clip into a pinhole on the device. Be sure that the device remains plugged into its power outlet when being reset.

Refer to the diagrams below to identify the location of the reset pinholes on your Savant products.

The reset pinhole on the Savant Host

The reset pinhole on the bottom of a Savant Remote Base

The reset pinhole on the Lamp Controller

The Savant Blaster has a reset button rather than a pinhole. The diagram below shows the location of this button on the bottom of the Blaster.

The reset button on the bottom of a Savant Blaster
DISPLAYING SYSTEM INFORMATION AND UPLOADING DIAGNOSTICS

If you are working with Customer Support and are asked to share version information about your Savant App and Savant devices, you can open the System Information screen to see detailed version information about every Savant device and software component in your Savant Home.

To open the System Information screen, do the following:

1. On the Home View, tap the Menu icon ( ).
2. Tap the Settings icon ( ).
3. Scroll to the bottom of the screen, and tap System Information.
   The Savant App displays version information for your Savant App, your Savant Host, and your Savant devices.
4. If you have been asked to upload diagnostics to Savant, tap Upload Diagnostics to Savant.
   Once you tap this link, your Savant App uploads diagnostics to Savant Support and displays a check mark, confirming that the upload has been completed.
GLOSSARY

BLASTER
A Savant device that emits IR signals to local devices such as televisions when those devices are blocked from a direct line of sight to the Remote Base.
The Blaster communicates with a Savant Remote Base over Bluetooth. Each Remote Base can support up to two Savant Blasters.

FADE TIME
An interval of time over which the transition a scene takes effect.

HOME VIEW
A screen that displays notifications about the status of your Savant Home, along with a carousel showing which services are available.

HOST
A Savant product that stores device and configuration settings, communicates with other Savant products in your home, and communicates with the Savant cloud.

NOTIFICATIONS
Status messages that appear on your mobile device or in email, informing you about changes in your Savant Home.

PROFILE
A user account in the Savant App. There are three types of profiles, each with a different scope of permissions: Admin, Household, and Guest. Each profile must be associated with an email address unique to that profile.

QUICK CONTROLS
The most essential controls for a device, quickly and easily accessed from a pop-up menu opened by pressing and holding on the icon for the device in the Home, Rooms, or a single Room view.

REMOTE PASSCODE
A 4-digit numerical passcode assigned to a user profile, enabling each Savant Remote user to access a protected profile for a personalized experience. This passcode is configured in the Savant App but is used only on the Savant Remote. The Remote Passcode is different from the Savant Account password which a user enters when logging into the Savant App.

ROOM
A room in your house with one or more devices configured in your Savant system.

SAVANT INSTANT
The feature in the Savant App that guides you through creating a Savant account and setting up your Savant Home.
SCENE

One or more devices with specific settings that can be activated collectively through a single name such as Playtime or Movie Night.

SERVICES

The capabilities of all the devices currently configured in your Savant Home. For example, the Lighting service is available if your Savant Home’s devices include Savant Lamp Controllers.
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